To maintain your Audio & Video equipment in a high standard of data transfer it is suggested your laser lens is cleaned every 3-4 weeks after operation. For CD, CD-ROM, VCD, DVD.

**MODEL CODE**
CK-CD350

This duoclean package is designed to clean computers, monitors, keyboards, mouse, scanner, PDA, all kinds of electronic products, cables, etc. The Wet wipe is presaturated with special antistatic cleaning formula. The Dry wipe is used to remove the small particles left by the wet wipe, such as a mixture of dust and cleaning solution. Anti-static, easy to use. 30 pairs per pack.

**MODEL CODE**
CK-CW0

**30 WET/ 30 DRY CLEAN WI PES**

To remove dust from Computers, Keyboards, Printers/Equipments, TV/VCRs, CDs and CD players, Office Equipment, Typewriters/Copiers, Photo Equipment/Darkrooms, Home office/Workshop and more.

**MODEL CODE**
CK-AS250  Size 250ml  
CK-AS450  Size 450ml

**AIR SPRAY DUST CLEANER**

**DVD/ VCD LASER LENS CLEANER**